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When I began studying AI twenty years ago, machine learning (ML) was, of all the
subfields of AI, perhaps the least developed and most speculative. Today it is one of
the most broadly and successfully applied, and one of the most active areas of research.
This spectacular recent advance is due to a remarkable synergy between theoretical study,
empirical experimentation, and practical study; and due to the paradigm shift, common
throughout AI, from knowledge-based approaches to statistical approaches.
The field of ML has attained a level of maturity and of general interest to be entirely
appropriate as a subject for a one-semester course, either at the graduate or the advanced
undergraduate level. In fall 2000, I taught a master’s level course in ML to about 25 students
at New York University. Fortunately both for me and my students, I was able to use and
assign excellent recent textbooks in the area: Machine Learning by Tom Mitchell and Data
Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques with Java Implementations by
Ian H. Witten and Eibe Frank. I recommend both books enthusiastically.
I followed the two books closely in my course, with only a small amount of
supplementary reading: William Cohen’s article on RIPPER, a sophisticated system for
rule set learning [2]; and Eugene Charniak’s Statistical Language Learning [1], Chapters 3
and 4, on hidden Markov models. (The web page for my course is [3].)
✩ Thanks to the students in my machine learning class.
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I am by no means an expert in ML, and I would not generally attempt to supervise a
doctoral thesis in the area. My review below therefore does not attempt to gauge these
books from the point of view of a serious researcher. Rather, the point of this review is to
describe these two books as guides to the students and instructors in an introductory-level
course.
1. General comparisons
Either book, by itself, would be suitable to a one-semester course, though Mitchell
has probably slightly more material than one could cover at a comfortable pace, and
Witten/Frank has slightly less. As the titles suggest, Mitchell is more theoretically oriented
and mathematically challenging; Witten/Frank is more practically oriented and more
attuned to the issues that arise in practical applications of ML. (Witten/Frank marks
mathematically demanding material, considered optional, by a grey stripe in the margin;
the bar on what is considered “demanding” is set pretty low.)
Both books are consistently well-written and clear. Mitchell tends to be a little dry and
abstract—nothing unusual for a textbook. Witten/Frank is generally very readable, and
sometimes extraordinarily readable. In particular, the opening section, which describes
applications of ML to in vitro fertilization in England, and to culling dairy farms in New
Zealand is certainly the most intriguing beginning to a textbook I have ever seen. I quote
the third paragraph:
Life and death. From Europe to the antipodes. Family and business. Machine
learning is a burgeoning new technology for mining knowledge from data, a
technology that a lot of people are starting to take seriously.
Now, that’s the way to write a textbook! AI is exciting, and it’s great to see writing that,
without hype or fantasy, conveys that excitement.
Both textbooks have an associated web site with software and data available. Wit-
ten/Frank is associated with the WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis)
software library, a rich, well-structured, and well-integrated Java-based library of a wide
range of ML algorithms, data filters, and data sets. It is easy to install and run, and I used
it extensively in programming assignments for my class. One chapter of the textbook is a
tutorial introduction to the software library. On the whole the students liked the WEKA
package, except for one or two who didn’t like Java.
Mitchell’s electronic resources are more limited: code and data for a neural network for
face recognition; Bayesian learning code for classifying netnews text articles; and decision
tree code. The code is all in C. I have not tried it out.
Mitchell provides exercises at the end of each chapter. I did not use these. My experience
is that it is very difficult to come up with problems in ML of a scale suitable for a weekly
problem set; problems are either too easy or too hard. With few exceptions, the exercises in
Mitchell did not persuade me otherwise. Mitchell also provides an extensive bibliography
for each chapter, an invaluable resource for further research. Witten/Frank provides some
sample programming assignments, quizzes, and exams on the website.
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2. Content
Most ML theory and applications deal with tabula rasa classification. That is, given a
training set (in most cases, a relational database) containing pairs of an instance x with its
classification c(x), induce a rule to predict c(y) for y outside the training set. Therefore,
appropriately, the core of both books is the presentation of the major techniques for this
problem: decision trees, rule sets, linear classification, naive Bayesian methods, and nearest
neighbors techniques. Both books are admirably thorough and clear in their coverage of
these topics. Witten/Frank, in Chapter 6, often pursue these in greater depth than Mitchell.
For instance, the discussion of decision trees in Witten/Frank goes beyond Mitchell in its
coverage of postpruning techniques, error rate estimation, and computational complexity.
Both books also contain a chapter on evaluation. Both books contain discussions of the
standard formula for confidence intervals; of the use of Student’s t-test for comparing two
different learning algorithms; and of techniques of cross-validation. (Mitchell’s discussion
of cross-validation is actually in a previous chapter on neural networks (p. 111).) Mitchell’s
presentations of the mathematics behind the statistical techniques is substantially more
complete, and will be more useful to the student who is interested in more than applying the
formulas in cookbook form. Witten/Frank additionally discuss the evaluation of learning
techniques that return probabilities; the evaluation of numerical predictions; and evaluation
incorporating different costs for different types of errors.
Beyond this common core, each book contains substantial material not in the other.
A particularly interesting chapter of Witten/Frank (Chapter 7) deals with the aspects
of practical ML that lie outside the formal algorithms: selecting attributes, discretizing
numerical attributes, data cleansing, and techniques for combining multiple models. It also
contains detailed discussions of clustering and of association rules, and gives a tutorial
introduction to the WEKA software library.
In general, Witten/Frank has stronger ties to the real world than Mitchell. The examples
of applications are more numerous and interesting. A particularly vivid example (p. 249)
shows a data set that was collected, recording the number of international phone calls
from Belgium per year for the years 1950–1975. By mistake the figures for 1966–1971
recorded the number of minutes rather than number of calls, so these figures are, of course,
entirely out of alignment with the rest. The example illustrates, unforgettably, the issue of
systematic error and the advantage of using the least-median square error rather than the
least squares error. Witten/Frank also contains a brief but thought-provoking discussion of
the ethics of data-mining applications (pp. 32–34).
Another example: Witten/Frank discusses the problem of estimating the accuracy of a
learned hypothesis when the domain of application is drawn from a significantly different
population from the training set (p. 111).
Consider, for example, the credit risk problem . . . . Suppose the bank had training
data from branches in New York City and Florida and wanted to know how well
a classifier trained from one of these datasets would perform in a new branch in
Nebraska. It should probably use the Florida data as test data for evaluating the
New York-trained classifier, and the New York data to evaluate the Florida-trained
classifier. If the data sets were amalgamated before training, performance on the test
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data would probably not be a good indicator of performance on future data in a
completely different state.
This is characteristic of Witten/Frank. The observation is not technically difficult or
subtle, but it is easily missed; it is often useful in practice; it is hardly formalizable; and it
is the kind of consideration that that is much more likely to be noticed through engagement
with practical applications than through abstract research.
Mitchell, on the other hand, is much more extensive; he covers most of current machine
learning techniques and modes of analysis. Specifically, he discusses candidate elimination
and similar version space algorithms; back-propagation neural networks; computational
learning theory (PAC learning and VC dimension); genetic algorithms and genetic
programming; induction of first-order rules; case-based reasoning; explanation-based
generalization; and reinforcement learning (i.e., learning for a Markov Decision Process).
The organization of the two books is oddly orthogonal. Mitchell follows a vertical
approach, with one chapter for each technique: one chapter on decision trees, one on back-
propagation, one on Bayesian methods, one on nearest-neighbors, and so on. Witten/Frank
uses a horizontal approach with, first, a chapter on representation; second, a chapter on
the basic algorithms; and third, a chapter on advanced technical issues that arise in the
algorithms. Each of these chapters is divided into sections corresponding to the different
learning techniques (e.g., a section on decision trees). I don’t know how one could use this
organization in teaching without a lot of repetition. In my course, I followed Mitchell’s
structure.
3. Omissions
The question of what to include in a textbook can never have a wholly satisfactory
solution. If the book exclude a marginal subject, then it’s narrow; if it mentions the subject
briefly, then it’s superficial; if the book includes full analyses of every possibly relevant
subject, then it’s a huge, unusable mess. Both books, it seems to me, have succeeded
admirably in presenting a large amount of well-selected material in a volume of reasonable
size (each book is about 400 pages long). Nonetheless, let me go through a Christmas list
of the topics that I most missed, without any great confidence that the books would actually
have been better had some or all of these been included.
In Witten/Frank, I was surprised that there was no discussion of back-propagation neural
networks, which, of course, has had great success in a whole range of practical applications.
In Mitchell, I would have liked to have seen a chapter on clustering; a discussion of
maximum-entropy learning; and more discussion of applications of ML to AI problems
such as natural language processing, Web search, vision, and games playing.
Both books, I think, could benefit from presenting a few detailed case studies of real-
world applications of ML with evaluations of success. For instance Mitchell (p. 82)
gives a one-page discussion of ALVINN, a neural network system that learned to steer
an autonomous vehicle [4]. His description of the program includes the task carried out
(mapping visual input to steering commands), and the structure of the network. One would
like to know a little more: How long did the system take to train? How much human work
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was involved in tuning the system? What technique was used to avoid overfitting? How was
the success of the system measured, and how did the system score in that measure? If such
a discussion could be put together for three or four systems, preferably of different kinds
of applications and different learning techniques, it would give the reader a much clearer
idea of what is involved in the actual development of a complex application. Admittedly,
this kind of information is often very difficult to obtain, even for well-known programs,
and become out-dated very quickly.
In general, I would prefer to see a broader, more discursive, coverage of the subject in
both books, with more connections made to adjunct fields such as philosophy and cogni-
tive psychology, and to the historical development of ML. Mitchell contains a discussion
and bibliography for related work in neuro-science, but almost nothing on the philosophical
literature on the problem of induction or on the studies of learning in cognitive science. Per-
haps better than changing these books would be to write a new book with a broader slant.
Finally, let me mention a minor but distressing oversight in Mitchell. Chapter 1 contains
a lengthy description of a checkers learning program, obviously modeled on Art Samuel’s
classic program [5]. However, Mitchell does not actually cite Samuel either in the text or
in the bibliography, nor does he mention the fact, which grows more amazing every year
as we continue to exhaust our giga-Hertz CPU’s and gigabyte hard drives, that Samuel got
it to work on 1959 hardware.
4. The lecturer is ambushed by Thomas Bayes and the Marquis de Laplace, while
Profs. Mitchell, Witten, and Frank stand idly by
For most simple ML techniques, there are problems where the technique gives answers
that are not merely wrong but quite absurd. In general, both textbooks are quite thorough in
pointing out these potential pitfalls, and the paths that lead around them. For instance, both
books discuss quite carefully all the strange things that decision tree learning programs can
do, and how the programs can be modified to avoid these pitfalls.
Once, however, I ran into an anomaly that neither book had warned me about, having
to do with the Laplacian correction to Naive Bayesian learning. I wanted to illustrate the
theory with an example, and started, in lecture, working out the following. Our general
problem is to predict whether Joe will like a particular person, using a data base that
records whether the person is right-handed (event R), whether he is from a single birth,
as opposed to a twin (event S), and whether Joe likes him (event L). The data base shows
that Joe has met 100 people and has liked all 100 of them. Of these, 97 were right-handed
and single birth; one was left-handed and single birth; one was right-handed and a twin;
and one was left-handed and a twin. Joe now encounters Sam, who is a left-handed twin;
what is the probability that Joe will like Sam?
We will denote the number of instances with property X as “#X”; the total number of
instances (i.e., 100) will be denoted “#D”. The Bayesian theory proceeds as follows. We
have
Prob(L |R,S )∝ Prob(R,S | L) · Prob(L)
= (assuming R and S independent given L)
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Prob(R | L) · Prob( S | L) · Prob(L)
= (using the Laplacian estimate)
#(R ∧L)+ 1
#L+ 2 ·
#( S ∧L)+ 1
#L+ 2 ·
#L+ 1
#D+ 2 =
3
102
· 3
102
· 101
102
≈ 0.0009.
Similarly
Prob(L |R,S )∝ Prob(R,S | L) · Prob(L)
= Prob(R | L) · Prob( S | L) · Prob(L )
= #(R ∧L)+ 1
#L+ 2 ·
#( S ∧L)+ 1
#L+ 2 ·
#L+ 1
#D+ 2
= 1
2
· 1
2
· 1
102
≈ 0.0025.
That is, this estimate predicts that it is about 2.8 times more likely that Joe dislikes Sam
than that he likes Sam, even though there is no record that Joe has ever disliked anyone.
The effect of completing this calculation was to turn the next five minutes of class into
chaos. I checked the formula in both books; I reworked the arithmetic; I struggled to think
of an explanation; 1 finally, I changed the subject. I suppose this particular effect must
be familiar to the people who do this kind of estimate, but I had not anticipated it, and
neither book had warned me. The moral, I suppose, is that one should prepare examples in
advance.
5. Inductive bias
Mitchell attempts to use the notion of inductive bias as a unifying theme throughout his
book. He defines it as follows:
Definition. Consider a concept learning algorithms L for the set of instances X. Let c be
an arbitrary concept defined over X, and let Dc = {x, c(x)} be an arbitrary set of training
examples of c. Let L(xi,Dc) denote the classification assigned to the instance xi be L after
training on the data Dc. The inductive bias of L is any minimal set of assertions B such
that for any target concept c and corresponding training examples Dc ,
(∀xi ∈X)B ∧Dc ∧ xi  L(xi,Dc).
It is a valiant attempt to capture a slippery concept, but, I think, an unworkable one.
Actual ML algorithms are too arbitrary, and, often, too random to support the kind of strong
relationship between the training set Dc and the output answer c(x) as the use of “set of
assertions B” and the consequence symbol  would suggest above. Most ML algorithms
do not return an answer whose relation to the input is neatly formalizable, the way the
1 Of course, since the Laplacian estimates can be derived as the a posteriori probability of an event given a
uniform distribution over the prior probability, this calculation can be “explained” in Bayesian terms, but this is
not very satisfying in this situation.
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output of a sorting algorithm or a shortest path algorithm is formalizable; the only possible
formalization, indeed, is the algorithm itself. In addition, many ML algorithms are either
probabilistic or order-dependent, so the notion of “the classification assigned to xi after
training on Dc” is a chimera; all you can ascribe to L is a probability distribution over
such classifications. As a result, the inductive biases ascribed to actual learning algorithms
are very vague and approximate:
(p. 63) A closer approximation to the inductive bias of ID3: Shorter trees are
preferred over longer trees. Trees that place high information gain attributes close
to the root are preferred to those that do not.
(p. 106) One can roughly characterize [the inductive bias of BACKPROPAGATION]
as smooth interpolation between data points.
I don’t see that it adds very much to call observations like these, “the inductive bias”
of the algorithms (rather than “important features of the output of the algorithms.”) It
certainly seems far-fetched to claim that each of these approximates some statement B
that will justify the above formula under some concrete interpretation of the symbol “”.
More promising, it seems to me, is the treatment of the same subject in Witten/Frank
(pp. 29–33). Witten and Frank identify three types of bias: language bias, the space
of expressible hypotheses; search bias, the bias introduced by the search process; and
overfitting-avoidance bias, bias explicitly introduced to avoid the overfitting problem.
This modularization of the issue enables more informative comparisons between learning
techniques; e.g., one could speak of two algorithms with the same language bias but
different search biases, and so on.
Personally, I would modularize even more finely:
(1) The hypothesis space: The space of hypotheses that can be represented.
(2) The representation: The data structures that express the hypotheses. For example,
decision trees and propositional rule sets have the same hypothesis space—the space
of all propositional functions—but they are significantly different representations.
(3) An inherent preference criteria over hypotheses, prior to the examination of the data.
In Bayesian reasoning, these are just the prior probabilities of the data. A preference
for short decision trees or small rule sets would come into this category.
(4) A measure of how well a hypothesis fits a given training set; e.g., percentage correct,
recall/precision, or cross-entropy.
(5) A method to combine (3) and (4) into an overall measure of the quality of a
hypothesis given the training data.
(6) A search technique to look for the hypothesis that maximizes (5).
(7) Any additional techniques to combat the problem of overfitting.
Of course, these are rarely neatly distinguishable in this way; for any given technique, some
of these may be vacuous and others may be impossible to separate one from another.
6. Conclusion
Both of these are excellent books, and students and instructors in this area owe a great
debt of gratitude to the authors. Mitchell is substantially broader in scope and deeper in its
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mathematical treatment. Witten/Frank is in general narrower, but it covers some important
areas that Mitchell misses, it goes more deeply into certain techniques which both cover,
and it gives a much richer picture of the realities of applying ML techniques. The students
liked both books, but almost unanimously preferred Mitchell. Myself, I would say that one
could teach a fine course using either book alone, but that it is worthwhile using both books
together. A student who has mastered Mitchell has a solid grasp of the basic element of
nearly every method of machine learning currently in use, and of almost every aspect of
ML research. A student who has mastered Witten/Frank has a deep knowledge of the major
ML techniques, and a strong sense of the opportunities and pitfalls to be encounted when
these techniques are put into practice. I hope to be able to teach the course again some time
soon, and I fully intend to use these textbooks again.
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